
Composition
And Why it is Vital to Understand Composition for Artists

Composition in painting is much the same as composition in music, and 
also ingredients in recipes. The wrong ingredient – a discordant note –
can ruin a painting.

Following some sound compositional lores will result in better paintings.    
To the trained eye – compositional mistakes are very clear to see.   

So lets start to train your eye
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So What is Composition – basically it is how we arrange our paintings

• Understanding Composition puts you the artist in control.  Not the photographer or the gardener or the 
town planner etc.

• One of the biggest learning curves an artist can go through is the realisation that we are not copyists.     
Which means that as we sit and look at a lovely view which we want to paint – and we either start to paint 
it or take a photo or two of it – we don’t just blindly copy it.

• WHY?   Any photo is little more than a captured fleeting moment in time which rarely captures the 
experience of the artists vision.   Unless the photo has been taken by someone who understands 
composition.   Artists who do understand composition take far better photos.

• So the process of timeless art is the process of choice – the artists choice to choose how to portray the 
scene to best show its beauty.    So a poor photo takes that choice away from you, if you don’t know how to 
compensate for the poor photo.

• The same in portraiture of course – in the search for  that perfect pose the photographer will shoot dozens 
of shots.

• In the accompanying videos we will look at composition in landscape, portrait, still life and animal portrait.
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Core principles of Composition – the Main Questions

1. Where/what is my FOCAL POINT?    

2. WHAT  direction is the LIGHT COMING FROM?

3. WHAT FORMAT should this composition be in?   (landscape, portrait or square?)

4. HOW CAN I SUPPORT the Focal Point of the painting?

a)    Remove something – or maybe move something?     

b)    Add something to the composition to give importance to the focal point?

(  Make sure all the strongest tonal values contrasts are within the area of the focal point.  Also make sure 
that the strongest colours are in the area of the focal point.     This means that all strongest tonal values and 
colour should not be anywhere near the edges of your painting).
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COMPOSITION – THE GOLDEN SECTION 

With these simple grids you are introduced to the idea of the Golden Section (Rule of thirds) .  So 
what is the Rule of thirds?    Simply put, the main focal point of your painting needs to be on one of 
those red circles on the right hand graphic.    So lets see how this works.
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This is one of the most commonly found faults in an 
amateurs work.   To put the focal point = the tree or the 
house or the statue in the garden etc plumb in the 
centre of the page.    In compositional terms this 
completely splits your composition in half.   It breaks the 
image into two parts , but it is the simplest mistake to 
avoid.     

1.  Splitting your image in half
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2.  Having a road or path leading out of the picture

2.   Having a road or path or river winding OUT of the composition.   

The task of the artist is to keep the viewers interest inside the depth of 
the painting.    Far better to turn the path before it leaves the left hand 
side of the page and direct it towards the focal point.
So the red arrows show where you could redirect the path ending to.   
The blue shapes represent the best places to place your focal point – on 
the Golden section (Rule of Thirds).
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4.  Not keeping your views eye within the picture

3. This might seem an obvious one but it is surprising how many 
times we see this in paintings.
Having figures walking anywhere outside the area of the focal 
point is a sure way to detract from the focal point and in this 
case of course they are also walking out of the scene taking the 
viewers eye with them.   So how does this happen – usually 
copying photos without understanding composition.   Bring the 
figures into the area of the focal point as shown by the blue 
arrows.  And show them walking in to the painting not out of  it.
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Boats near the edge of the painting and sailing out 
of the painting.   This does two things – splits the 
image in two and leaves the centre empty.

All too often if the amateur artist sees a boat on the 
photo, they will copy it without question.    If the 
boats are the focal point it would result in a ruined 
painting.  If they are not the focal point, but just in 
the background – they will still take the viewers eye 
out of the picture.   What is left is an empty centre 
of interest – as shown by the circle.  Ideally won 
boat would be on the one third rule and the other 
much small and in the distance to give depth.

5. Leaving an empty centre in your painting
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6.   Split Focal Point  Number 2 – two paintings in one painting

This is a classic case of a split focal point you might think; a painting in 
two equal halves.     But if fact there are two paintings here, and in 
the past I have made this mistake myself, and I took them into a 
composition class as examples.  I then proceeded to cut them up into 
good compositions to an astonished class.

This image shows two houses .  In any landscape featuring a man 
made object eg.  house, bridge, tower, style,  people……they will 
usually be the focal point.   What is worse about this image – the 
centre of the image is empty.   So the viewers eye is going from one 
side to the other – bouncing about like watching the ball at a 
Wimbledon tennis match.

This happens when copying a badly composed photo of course – but 
also can happen when working live and trying to add everything into 
the picture that you can see.   
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Basic Compositional Rules - conclusions

1. Don’t Cut the image/painting in half either vertically or horizontally.

2. Don’t have roads or rivers/paths leading off the picture and taking the viewers eye with it.

3. Don’t have people walking out of the picture or boats sailing out of the picture.

4. Always try to place the focal point within the idea of the Rule of Thirds (Golden Section).

5. Format matters.   If you photo is landscape – don’t copy what the photo does.   It might be leading you to make 
compositional  mistakes.     Tall objects like trees in a forest rarely look great in the landscape format.

6. Don’t run the risk of ‘splitting your focal point’  - so try to keep the composition simple.   Less can be more.

7. Always question how to support your focal point – by adding or removing something if necessary.

8. Never ever contradict your chosen light source.    Once it has been established – stick with it.


